
Gun Purchase Loophole for No Fly List
Suspects Must Be Closed - US Congressman

WASHINGTON, December 8 (Sputnik) - Congress must act to prevent
individuals on the US government’s No Fly List from having the right to
purchase weapons without needing a background check, US House of
Representatives Democratic Caucus Vice Chairman Joseph Crowley told
reporters on Tuesday. "Right now, individuals who are on the no fly list
or on the government list of suspected terrorists have the ability to
walk into some states and their gun shops or gun shows and buy
weapons without a background check," Crowley said at the US Capitol
in Washington, DC. On Sunday, President Barack Obama addressed the
nation on the issue of terrorism and mass shootings in the United
States, and proposed that individuals on the government’s No Fly List
be banned from owning weapons. Obama’s comments came just days
after the mass shooting at the Inland Regional Center in San
Bernardino, California in which two radicalized Islamist suspects
opened fire and killed 14 people and wounded 20 others. "It sounds
incredible that in this country that that could happen," Crowley noted.
"A common sense person would just think, ‘of course they can’t do
that.’ Well, the truth be known is they can, and we know that they’ve
tried to do that and have been successful at doing it as well."
Numerous critics have charged Obama’s and mostly Democrat
legislators’ call for greater gun controls as counterproductive as the
criteria for being placed on the No Fly List is vague. Critics have also
argued the availability of guns in San Bernardino might have actually
stopped the two gunmen and prevented the loss of life. The Second
Amendment to the US Constitution guarantees the right of Americans
to keep and bear arms.
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